Abstract. Theorems on weak parabolic differential-functional inequalities together with initial boundary inequalities and impulsive inequalities, and on uniqueness criteria of solutions of parabolic differential-functional problems in arbitrary parabolic sets axe proved.
Introduction
The aim of the paper is to prove theorems on weak parabolic differentialfunctional inequalities together with initial-boundary inequalities and impulsive inequalities. As a consequence of these theorems we obtain uniqueness criteria of classical solutions of nonlinear parabolic differential-functional problems.
The results of the paper, concerning classical parabolic differential-functional inequalities, are related to positions [4] - [6] and [8] .
A theorem on weak inequalities with initial-boundary inequalities for unbounded solutions was proved in [5] under an assumption that a stifling divisor exists. In Section 3 of this paper we prove an analogous theorem for bounded solutions of a nonlinear system of inequalities assuming that the solutions satisfy a certain condition at infinity. The idea of the proof of the theorem was drawn out from [6] .
To prove the theorems from Section 4 on impulsive parabolic problems some results given in papers [l]- [3] are applied.
Recently, parabolic problems together with impulsive inequalities without the functional argument have been considered in [7] . 
Preliminaries
For any vectors 2 = (zi,.
be an open set such that the projection of E on the t-axis is the interval (0, T), T < 00. By D we denote a set of the points (t, x) G E for which there exists a number p > 0 such that {(i, x) :
i( x j ~ + (t-t) 2 <p,t< t}c E.
It is clear that
For any t G (0, T) and for any r > 0 we define the following sets:
: |x| = r},
: |x| < r} We write u :
We denote by For every set E C i? 1+n we denote by dist(P, E) the distance between a point P and the set E. 
Theorems on differential-functional inequalities
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(1) For every P" = (t", xv) € D such that lim^oo dist(P", £ \ a 1 ) = 0 we have limsupiA*^, x") < h (i = 1,.. .,m);
where /3 is the constant from Assumption A and
almost uniformly with respect to t.
where q = (<Zi> • • • > 9n)> r = [i"ifc]nxn, and an operator P* given by the formula
where to* := gradj-w^t, x) and w\.x := (z = 1,..., m).
For each i 6 {1,..., m} the function f l is said to be parabolic in a subset
S C D with respect to a function u € Ca(D) if for every real square symmetric matrices r = [rjk], f = [fjk] and (t,x) G S the following implication holds r <f f % (t, x, u(t, x), ux(t, x), r, u(t, •)) < f l (t, x, u(t, x), ux(t, x), r, u(t, •)),
where t < f means that the inequality J2J k=i( r jk ~~< 0 is satisfied for arbitrary vector A = (Ai,..., An) G R n .
Differential-functional inequalities with initial-boundary inequalities
We introduce the following assumption: 
Proof. We will show that
where 0 < To < arguing by contradiction. Suppose that inequality (3.4) is not true, i.e.,
Obviously, there is an index j € {1,..., m} such that
By condition (LC), there exists ro > 0 such that
Next, define an auxiliary function w by the formula
Function w has the following properties:
(ii) w satisfies the conditions (BC) with the constant h = 0 and (LC), (iii) if u> := sup^TQ^-w(t,x), then
Condition (LC) implies that for e = f there exists r\ > such that for every r > rj we have 
D0(p) := (D T°) ri\D T°( p).
Arguing analogously as in Theorem 1 from [5] , we obtain that ui cannot be reached close to the boundary (E T°) ri , i.e. there exists po > 0 such that (3.7) sup
w(t, x) = W2 < (t,x)eD0(po)
Fix po > 0 for which (3.7) holds. Let pi := f and £>i := D T°( p1). Since the function w is continuous in Dj_ and w(t,x) < u>2 < u>\ for (t,x) € dD\, there is (t, x) € intD\ such that
Consequently, (3.9) w t (t,x)<KH-<0.
Since (3.9) contradicts to (3.8) then (3.4) holds. As a consequence of Theorem 3.1 we obtain the following theorem about the uniqueness of a classical solution of the parabolic differential-functional problem (3.10)-(3.12). 
Assuming that for certain integer m inequality u(t, x) < v(t, x) holds in the set
Differential-functional inequalities with impulsive inequalities
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 4.1 about weak nonlinear parabolic differential-functional inequalities with nonlinear impulsive inequalities and initial-boundary conditions. The Assumption B of Theorem 4.1 is quite different than assumptions considered in papers [X]- [3] . (ii) for every (i, x) € 6* and for each sequence {t v ,x v ) 6 D* such that t v > t \t v < t] and lim^-^ooitjy, x u ) = (t, x), the limit lim^_00 u l (t u ,x u ) (i = 1,... ,m) is finite (obviously this limit does not depend on the choice of the sequence (i", x")), it will be denoted by u l (t + ,x) [u l (i~,x) ], respectively and u l (t,x) := u l (t + ,x), (t,x) e 6 (iii) u\,u l x ,u xx are continuous in D+. For each i 6 {l,...,m}, the function /* is said to be parabolic in a subset S C D+ with respect to a function u 6 PC a {D) if for every real
